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1. Introduction
Some of the comments and the contributions accepted in the previous IEEE meeting are not reflected correctly
in P802.16e/D6 standard. In this contribution, the non-reflected parts are proposed again for the purpose of
clarification. Also some minor editorial corrections are proposed.

2. Suggested Text Changes

Misplaced text or wrong section number.
[Change 1: Modify the text in page 381, line 37 as follows;]

8.4.6.1.2.2.2 Downlink subchannels subcarrier allocation
[Remove the two paragraphs in 8.4.6.1.2.2.1, and insert the following text:]
[Replace the section 8.4.6.1.2.3.1 with the following text:]
8.4.6.1.2.3.1 Downlink subchannels subcarrier allocation

[Change 2: Modify the text in page 382, line 46 as follows:]
8.4.6.1.2.2.3 Additional optional Symbol Structure for FUSC
[Insert the following Tables at the end of 8.4.6.1.2.2.3:]

The tables 313a, 313b, 313c in page 385 are for PUSC, not for optional PUSC.
[Change 3: Change the title of the table as follows:]

In page 385, line 49
Table 313a—1024-FFT OFDMA uplink subcarrier allocations for optional PUSC
In page 386, line 14
Table 313b—512-FFT OFDMA uplink subcarrier allocations for optional PUSC
In page 386, line 39
Table 313c—128-FFT OFDMA uplink subcarrier allocations for optional PUSC

[Change 4: There are several duplicated tables in the text. Delete the duplicated tables:]
 Delete the table 315d in page 389.
 Delete the table 315e in page 389.
 Delete the table 315f in page 390.
 Delete the table 315g and table 315h in page 391
 Delete the table 315i and table 315j in page 392.

[Change 5: Delete the useless text]
In page 390, line 44
[insert a new subclause 8.4.6.2.6, move current 8.4.6.2.6 to 8.4.6.2.7:]
In page 391, line 1
8.4.6.2.6 Additional Optional Symbol Structures for FUSC


